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We invite you to Seven Seas Resorts & Hotels, where you will 
find perfect harmony with nature, thousands of shades of green 
and the blueness of the Mediterranean sea, to spend a warm and 
cosy vacation that you will miss. 

A vacation experience that is hidden in details, profoundly thought 
over and mindfully sustained and that you will wish to repeat. 

SEVEN SEAS RESORTS & HOTELS
Simply Relax...
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Integrated with nature, Seven Seas Hotel Blue turns your 
holiday dreams into reality and unforgettable moments 

with its comfortable rooms, pools and water park.

While enjoying the stunning view of the Mediterranean, 
you can try a rich variety of dishes from world cuisines 
served within Ultra all-inclusive concept advantages.

Imagine a world in the midst of a pine forest, 
a world that combines fairy tales and relaxation, 

children and their dreams.

Give a holiday that is full of different games, 
fairy tales that become true and funny 

competitions as a gift to your kids and you.

Seven Seas Hotel Blue is waiting for you, 
dear guests, with 360 comfortable rooms that 

will satisfy all accommodation needs.
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Food & Beverages
We offer a variety of delicious dishes and drinks to you, 

our guests, in different venues of the hotel.

Our a’la carte restaurants serving Turkish, Italian,
barbeque and seafood dishes, our patisserie inviting

our guests to a sweet world, snack restaurants pleasing
your palate throughout the day, our bars offering
a rich choice of various drinks are waiting for you.

Family & Children
With entertaining and colourful activity programmes 

carefully prepared in our Children’s Club, 
we aim at bringing joy to kids and

 want their families to know that they leave
 their children in trustworthy hands.

While the qualified staff of our 
Children’s Club entertains your kids, 

you can spare time for yourself and enjoy your vacation.

Beach & Pool
The internationally recognized Blue Flag beach, 
pavilions, services for water sports enthusiasts, 

activity and swimming pools, water slides, “crazy” and “lazy” rivers, 
shaded pools for our little guests and world of 

water fun are waiting for you in our beachfront hotel.

SEVEN SEAS HOTEL BLUE
Side - Türkiye
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Activities & Entertainment
You will add colour and activity to your life with 

parties, stage performances, live music, 
daylong competitions and sports activities 

prepared by our animation team.

You can have fun with such activities as step, 
aerobics, Zumba, Pilates, 

tennis and stretching all day long.

Spa & Beauty
You will get rid of the tiredness of the year with our 

Turkish bath, sauna, fitness centre and 
beauty centre services.
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Accommodation
Seven Seas Hotel Blue invites you to spend a comfortable holiday in rooms especially designed for your comfort. 
We have 360 rooms, including standard, family and suite rooms with garden or sea views offering different 
accommodation options to you.

MAIN BUILDING STANDARD ROOM GARDEN VIEW

BUNGALOW STANDARD ROOM

SUITE ROOM

FAMILY ROOM

MAIN BUILDING STANDARD ROOM SEA VIEW

SUITE ROOM
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Get a great start to your day with the fresh air of the 
Taurus Mountains and the scent of orange blossoms.

Seven Seas Hotel Life, where the turquoise colour of the 
Mediterranean Sea, the grandeur of the Taurus Mountains, 
the green shades of nature and the seductive redness of the 
sunset meet, is located on the beachfront in Kemer region.

With its Coral Club concept, Seven Seas Hotel Life 
offers its guests a special range of services, including 

special events, entertainments, sports and activity 
programmes as well as educational, training and 

entertainment programmes for children.

With various entertainments and restaurants offering dishes 
from world cuisines, Seven Seas Hotel Life promises 

a holiday that meets international standards.
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Food & Beverages
With exclusive and delicious dishes from world cuisines 

cooked by our master chefs, we have created atmosphere 
in which you will feel yourself special...

Our a’la carte restaurants serving Turkish, Italian, 
barbeque and seafood dishes, our patisserie inviting 

our guests to a sweet world, snack restaurants pleasing 
your palate throughout the day, our bars offering 
a rich choice of various drinks are waiting for you.

Family & Children
We have created a world where our little guests 

can make new friends and spend the vacation of their 
dreams feeling no need for their families. 

In our Children’s World that offers special activities for different 
age groups in the company of our professional instructors, 

there is a kids restaurant, a playroom for babies, 
a sleeping room, a playground, pools and many other 

entertainments accompanied by the merry laughter of your children.

Beach & Pools
Enjoy your vacation with our internationally 

recognized Blue Flag sandy beach, our pier stretching 
to the depths of the Mediterranean, our pavilions, water sports activities, 

special swimming and activity pools among pine trees for 
our adult and little guests, heated pool and water slides 

that are waiting for you in our beachfront hotel. 

SEVEN SEAS HOTEL LIFE
Kemer - Türkiye
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Activities & Entertainment
Do not miss the opportunity to take part in our 

activities that will provide a dynamic and entertaining 
holiday experience for our guests of all ages.

 Entertaining activities, team games, 
tournaments and sports activities throughout the day, 

our tennis courts for tennis lovers and those 
who want to learn to play tennis, 

evening shows prepared by our animation team, 
entertainments and live music will 

add colour to your vacation.

Spa & Beauty
Enjoy relaxation in our SPA centre with traditional 

Turkish bath rituals, sauna, 
beauty care and massage varieties.
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Accommodation
Seven Seas Hotel Life invites you to spend a comfortable holiday in rooms especially designed for your comfort. 
There are 295 rooms including standard, family, superior, and residence rooms with garden or sea views offering 
different accommodation options to you.

RESIDENCE STANDARD ROOM

MAIN BUILDING / BUNGALOW STANDARD ROOM

MAIN BUILDING SUPERIOR ROOM

RESIDENCE STANDARD ROOM

MAIN BUILDING FAMILY ROOM

RESIDENCE SUITE
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It is located in a unique place near the sea, 
at the foot of the Taurus Mountains covered with pine trees.

Seven Seas Gravel Select will add privilege 
and quality to your holidays with its 

modern atmosphere and various possibilities.

Seven Seas Gravel Select offers its guests a holiday 
experience during season with its private beach in Kemer, 

where the most beautiful beaches 
of the Mediterranean are located, and outdoor pools 

decorated with all shades of green and blue.

Local flavors of specific Mediterranean cuisine, 
outstanding flavors of Ottoman and 

Turkish cuisine and different international cuisines ...

A peaceful and comfortable holiday awaits you with your 
loved ones at Seven Seas Gravel Select with its spacious 

rooms where comfort is at the forefront.
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Food & Beverages
Seven Seas Gravel Select welcomes you with the 

unique nature of the Mediterranean, 
and flavors of Mediterranean cuisine, 

each one more delicious than the other. 
The most distinguished tastes of Ottoman, 

Turkish and world cuisines are waiting to be discovered
 in Seven Seas Gravel Select restaurants,

 together with the presentations 
of Mediterranean and Italian cuisines that cheer the palate.

Family & Kids
Everything is ready for our small guests

 to have a happy holiday in a safe and loving 
atmosphere with different activities that will 

bring their self-confidence, 
talents and creativity to the forefront, 

special animations prepared for them, 
educational games and children’s pool ...

Beach & Pool
With its private beach, 

outdoor and indoor pools, 
Seven Seas Gravel Select offers its guests a 

perfect experience beyond your dreams.

SEVEN SEAS GRAVEL SELECT
Kemer - Türkiye
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Activity & Entertainment
Do not miss the opportunity to take part
 in our events that will provide a dynamic 

and fun holiday experience for our guests of all ages. 
You will have a pleasant and enjoyable time 

with the activities, live music and 
sports events prepared by our animation team.

Spa & Beauty
Enjoy relaxing and rejuvenation in our spa center 

with the traditional Turkish bath ritual, sauna, 
steam room, relaxation room, shock showers and jacuzzi. 

We offer you an unforgettable spa experience.
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Accommodation
Seven Seas Gravel Select invites you to spend a comfortable holiday in rooms designed for your comfort.
There are 332 rooms offering different accommodation options,  including main building and bungalows with sea or 
mountain view.

MAIN BUILDING STANDARD ROOM

GARDEN LARGE ROOM

GARDEN ROOM

MAIN BUILDING STANDARD ROOM

GARDEN LARGE ROOM

GARDEN ROOM
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Seven Seas Palmeras Bay is located in Alanya, surrounded by 
beautiful nature and the clear Mediterranean Sea. The hotel 
is perfectly situated for exploring the nature and history of 

the region, offering an ultra all-inclusive experience with 304 
comfortable rooms. Enjoy complimentary Wi-Fi throughout 

the entire area, and 24-hour drink service at the hotel. 
Positioned right by the sea, it features a private 

sandy beach for guests to enjoy.

The hotel also stands out for its delicious food, providing 
a memorable culinary experience with a diverse menu 

featuring rich local dishes and international cuisines. The 
restaurants are equipped to cater to various tastes, promising 

a delightful gastronomic journey.

If you’re up for some exploration, there are natural and 
historical attractions nearby. Check out Dim Cave, Sapadere 

Canyon, and Alara river. Don’t miss the iconic landmarks 
in Alanya, such as Alanya Castle, Red Tower, and Damlataş 

Cave, famous for its stalactites and stalagmites.

Situated on an 18,000 m² area in Konaklı, Alanya , Seven 
Seas Palmeras Bay is conveniently located 50 km from 

Gazipaşa Airport, 120 km from Antalya International Airport, 
5 km from Alanya city center, and 2 km from Konaklı center. 
Whether you’re seeking adventure or relaxation, Seven Seas 

Palmeras Bay invites you to a simple and enjoyable 
escape by the Turkish Riviera.
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Food & Beverages
Immerse yourself in an extraordinary culinary journey 
at Seven Seas Palmeras Bay, where every meal is a 

delightful experience. Our warm and inviting atmosphere 
sets the stage for unforgettable dining moments, 
complemented by an array of exquisite dishes 

crafted by our skilled kitchen team. Our a la carte restaurants
 with Italian and Seafood dishes,main restaurant, 

and six bars offer a diverse selection to satisfy every palate.

Family & Kids
Seven Seas Palmeras Bay is a child-friendly hotel 

with a dedicated aquatic world, engaging animation. 
Additionally, the hotel features a well-designed
Kids’ club with a variety of playing rooms for 

children of different ages. Our restaurant caters to
 young gastronomy enthusiasts with a special children’s 
buffet and menu, while convenient facilities like baby 

chairs and cribs ensure a comfortable stay for families.

Beach & Pool
Enjoy delightful moments on the shore of 

Seven Seas Palmeras Bay with a sandy beach, 
comfortable amenities, pavilion rentals, and a pier for 
creating unforgettable memories, while the magnificent 

pools with beach towels, loungers, and special features cater to 
every age group, ensuring a warm and friendly 

atmosphere for a special vacation.

SEVEN SEAS PALMERAS BAY
Alanya - Türkiye
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Activity & Entertainment
Energize your stay at Seven Seas Palmeras Bay 

by taking advantage of our modern fitness center, 
where a range of invigorating activities awaits 

to ensure you have a vibrant and fulfilling 
experience during your visit.

Spa & Beauty
 Engage yourself in the lap of luxury at our 

spa and beauty facilities, where traditional Turkish baths, 
revitalizing treatments, and a tranquil sauna 
offer a rejuvenating experience, leaving you 
refreshed and renewed from head to toe.   
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Accommodation
Seven Seas Palmeras Bay invites you to spend a comfortable holiday in rooms designed for your comfort.
There are 304 rooms offering different accommodation options, including main building and annex building with sea, 
garden or land view.

STANDARD ROOM STANDARD ROOM

STANDARD ROOM STANDARD ROOM

STANDARD ROOM STANDARD ROOMSTANDARD ROOM
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SIMPLY RELAX...
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